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Abstract. Multi-cloud computing is getting a momentum as it offers
various advantages, including vendor lock-in avoidance, better client prox-
imity and application performance improvement. As such, various multi-
cloud platforms have been developed, each with its own strengths and
limitations. This paper aims at comparing all these platforms to unveil
the best one as well as ease the selection of the right platform based on
the user requirements and preferences. Further, it identifies the current
gaps in the platforms to be covered so as to enable the full potential of
multi-cloud computing. Finally, it draws directions for further research.

1 Introduction

Cloud computing promises the on-demand delivery of infrastructural and other
kinds of services to assist in the applications development, deployment and adap-
tive provisioning. Further, it promises the reduction of costs, flexibility in re-
source management plus the ability to supply a potentially infinite amount of
resources. As such, it has been widely adopted, leading to a multitude of ap-
plications being migrated to the Cloud. However, the initial Cloud computing
platforms and providers offered services that encouraged vendor lock-in while
these services performance was not always as expected or promised.

To this end, multi-cloud computing popped up [1], promising to address the
above issues. This computing kind enables applications to be deployed in multi-
ple clouds, one at a time. This allows not only to avoid vendor lock-in but also
to achieve customer proximity via application spreading across different phys-
ical locations. Further, it enables application providers to select more reliable
cloud providers in terms of the service level being delivered by their services.
In addition, it allows to better satisfy application requirements and preferences,
leading to applications with improved performance. A certain form of multi-cloud
computing, cross-cloud computing, [1,2] has been also introduced, promising to
deploy applications each time in not one but multiple cloud providers. This has
the inevitable advantage of achieving true optimality, as application developers
can select the best cloud services to realise their applications’ functionality.

Based on the above analysis, multi-cloud computing is now getting a mo-
mentum such that a multitude of multi-cloud management platforms (MCMPs)



have been developed. Such MCMPs are either extensions of existing platforms
(see Google Anthos4) or new ones that rushed to cover the respective market
gap. These MCMPs have their own strengths and weaknesses. For instance, one
MCMP can support a diversity of clouds while another deployment automation.
Thus, users find it difficult to select the MCMP best suiting their needs.

As such, this paper attempts to review all these MCMPs by adopting an
hierarchical criteria set, organised according to three main aspects: (a) how well
the orchestration of multiple clouds is supported; (b) what is the support level for
multi-cloud applications; (c) what is the MCMP intelligence extent for increasing
the automation in application provisioning. All these aspects complement each
other and together lead exploiting the full potential of multi-cloud computing.

The MCMP review based on the aforementioned set fulfils multiple purposes:
(a) it enables to nominate one MCMP as the best; (b) it facilitate MCMP selec-
tion based on user requirements and preferences; (c) it unveils those functional
gaps in MCMPs which need to be covered to fully support multi-cloud comput-
ing. Another contribution is the supply of interesting challenges, which, when
addressed, can further boost the MCMP adoption.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section explains the
MCMP selection process. Section 3 introduces the hierarchical set of criteria
which can be regarded as multi-cloud computing goals. Section 4 presents and
analyses the evaluation results. Finally, the last section 5 concludes the paper
and supplies some research challenges for further boosting the MCMP adoption.

2 Platform Selection Process

We aimed at assessing only proprietary MCMPs, as these are complete products
which can be actually exploited by users in the cloud market. To this end, our
simplified MCMP selection process involved the following two main steps:

MCMP Search. To conduct the MCMP search, we have relied on: (i) using
sophisticated web search engines (e.g., Google) by applying the following query
string: “Multi-cloud AND Platform”; (ii) the snowball crawling method [3] where
forwarding links are visited from the main web site currently inspected – useful
in case the web site was suggesting or evaluating multiple from these platforms /
tools; (iii) our own knowledge about some well-known MCMPs. While conduct-
ing (i) and (ii), we also came across two articles from Forrester [4] and Gartner [5]
which enabled us to both identify MCMPs and validate those already discovered.

Filtering. Apart from the fact that the MCMPs should be either proprietary
or offered in dual licencing mode, we have applied additional selection criteria
which included: (i) the MCMP should be still in operation; (ii) it should have
existing clients; (iii) it should support multi-cloud and not just hybrid application
deployment; (iv) finally, it should also support application reconfiguration.

In result, 17 MCMPs were discovered (see Appendix 1 in https://tinyurl.

com/rby7m37). In fact, the MCMP market is overruled by US companies and only

4 https://cloud.google.com/anthos/



2 MCMPs reside in Europe and just one in Canada. Further, with the exception
of Google, no other major cloud provider is offering a MCMP. A subset of these
MCMPs (see Table 1), the top-7, will be reviewed in Section 4 based on the
criteria identified in the next section due to paper length restriction reasons.

Table 1. Overview of assessed MCMPs

Platform Location Description
-Cloud

Cisco CloudCenter Suite5 US Multi-cloud management platform with special focus on cost optimisation and CI/CD.

Rackware Hybrid Cloud
Platform6

US A multi-function solution for workload migration to the cloud, disaster recovery, and multi-cloud resource
management.

MorpheusData7 US A multi-cloud management platform for hybrid IT and DevOps automation with special focus on cost and
performance optimisation.

CloudBolt8 US A multi-cloud and hypervisor management platform featuring continuous infrastructure testing and
blueprints for repeatable and standardised application deployment.

Google Anthos US Hybrid application management platform for on-premise and public clouds with support for service mesh,
containers, micro-services and functions as well as strong focus on security and workload migration.

Cloudify9 US End-to-end modular orchestration platform that abstracts applications and networks from underlying
infrastructures. Provides also support for edge computing.

Melodic10 Poland Cross-cloud, data-intensive application management platform with strong focus on utility- and model-
driven application reconfiguration.

3 Requirements

To evaluate the selected MCMPs, a sophisticated evaluation framework in form
of an assessment criteria hierarchy was devised. The main focus is on three main
dimensions: (a) cloud orchestration support – the degree of cloud service orches-
tration support and automation even across multiple abstraction levels; (b) cloud
application support – the degree and level of management for cloud applications;
(c) platform intelligence – what knowledge is derived from intelligent mecha-
nisms to optimise the multi-cloud application provisioning. In the following, we
present all dimensions and their hierarchy of criteria in separate sub-sections.

3.1 C1 – Cloud Orchestration Support

This criteria category evaluates the capability of an MCMP to orchestrate cloud
services, even coming from different providers and/or different abstraction levels.
It also covers aspects like the possibility to orchestrate private clouds in hybrid
deployment scenarios and the support to cloud-related standards.

C1.1 – Cloud Support This sub-category assesses the orchestration support that
a certain MCMP has on different clouds.

C1.1.1 – Cloud Diversity. This criterion assesses the diversity of pub-
lic clouds that can be supported. As such, the evaluation of this criterion on a
MCMP can take the following values: (a) low : only two public clouds are sup-
ported; (b) medium: three to six clouds are supported; (c) good : six to nine
clouds are supported; (d) high: ten or more clouds are supported by the MCMP.

C1.1.2 – Private Cloud. This criterion assess the capability of an MCMP
to support application deployment in private clouds to cover hybrid application



provisioning scenarios. This capability can be assessed as follows: (a) no: it is
not exhibited by an MCMP; (b) yes: it is indeed featured.

C1.1.3 – Cross-Cloud. As indicated in Section 1, cross-cloud computing
enables to achieve true optimisation of application deployment. As such, an
MCMP can be evaluated on this as follows: (a) no: the MCMP does not support
cross-cloud computing; (b) yes: otherwise.

C1.2 – Resource Diversity Due to various factors, including better workload
and security isolation, other deployment alternatives have been presented apart
from Virtual Machines (VMs) like containers and specialised resources kinds
(e.g., GPUs) which enable boosting the performance of compute-intensive ap-
plications. As such, the more resource kinds are handled, the more kinds of
workloads can be supported. Thus, an MCMP can be evaluated as follows here:
(a) low : only the traditional resource of a VM is supported; (b) medium: also
containers are supported; (c) good : three to four resource kinds are supported;
(d) high: more than four resource kinds are supported.

C1.3 – BYON Users might have existing resources hosted in specialised infras-
tructures or private clouds. Thus, if an MCMP is able to exploit and manage such
resources, it can increase the alternative deployment options for applications plus
cater for hybrid application provisioning scenarios. As such, it can be evaluated
on this criterion as follows: (a) no: this BYON capability is not featured by the
MCMP; (b) yes: the MCMP can support deployment on user-specific resources.

C1.4 – Service Support This criteria sub-category assesses the kinds of services
supported by an MCMP and the support versatility per each handled service
kind with the rationale that the diversity of services in different abstraction levels
leads to covering more advanced multi-cloud application provisioning scenarios.

C1.4.1 – Service Kinds Versatility. This criterion assesses the different
abstraction levels (i.e., IaaS, PaaS, SaaS & BPaaS) covered by an MCMP in
terms of respective cloud services. The rationale is that higher abstraction levels
coverage enables to reduce administration burden and cost while facilitates com-
pleting the functionality of multi-cloud applications. As such, an MCMP can be
evaluated as follows: (a) low : one service kind is only supported; (b) medium: two
to three service kinds are supported; (c) high: all service kinds are supported.

C1.4.2 – Service Versatility. This criterion attempts to assess the versa-
tility of support for the same service kind to enable moving or selecting multiple
services of the same kind in the context of multi-cloud application provisioning.
C1.1 covered this for infrastructural but not higher-level of services. As such, an
MCMP can be evaluated as follows: (a) low : only one service is supported for
a higher-level service kind; (b) medium: two to five services are supported; (c)
high: more than five services are supported.

C1.5 – Automation This criterion assesses the level of automation in cloud
service orchestration. Ideally, it is expected that based on a model of the user
application, an MCMP could derive and execute a concrete orchestration plan



to relieve users from manually specifying it and the burden to delve into cloud-
specific details. As such, an MCMP can be evaluated as follows: (a) low : the
orchestration is manually conducted by the user; (b) medium: some orchestration
parts can be automated by the MCMP; (c) good : the MCMP can orchestrate a
plan given by the user; (d) high: it can automatically derive and execute a plan
based on the user input (e.g., an application model).

C1.6 – Standards The conformance to standards comes with various benefits,
also related to multi-cloud computing, like the ability to operate software plus
exchange information and knowledge across different technologies, platforms and
infrastructures. Already multiple cloud standards exist spanning, e.g., how cloud
applications can be specified (e.g., TOSCA [6]) and the format of VM images
(e.g., OVF), although their adoption level by the providers is not as expected.
As such, we can evaluate a MCMP on this as follows: (a) no: no cloud standard
is supported; (b) low : one standard is supported; (c) medium: two to three
standards are supported; (d) high: more than three standards are supported.

3.2 C2 – Cloud Application Support

An outmost MCMP goal is to support the multi-cloud applications’ management,
spanning their whole lifecycle. This support needs to be built under solid bases,
like model-driven engineering, which abstract from low-level technicalities and
increase the automation level. Applications could also process and produce data,
which can be large in volume in many cases. As such, these data should be
also managed accordingly by the MCMPs. Finally, an MCMP must allow for
high-levels of management flexibility plus cater for the continuous application
evolution. All these aspects are covered by the following categories of criteria.

C2.1 – Modelling Support An MCMP should provide the right support level for
multi-cloud application modelling, spanning the supply of a modelling frame-
work, the capturing of multiple component configuration kinds, the rich resource
specification plus the re-use of existing model parts for new application models.

C2.1.1 – Modelling Language. An MCMP should use a modelling lan-
guage for the specification of multi-cloud applications which is rich enough to
cover all relevant application management aspects (e.g., deployment, monitoring)
while providing the right abstraction level. As such, an MCMP can be evaluated
as follows: (a) no: no modelling language is offered; (b) low : it is offered but
covers only one aspect; (c) medium: the MCMP’s modelling language covers two
to three management aspects; (d) high: it covers all necessary aspects;

C2.1.2 – Configuration Diversity. To support true multi-cloud comput-
ing, application components in one form need to be coupled with different cloud-
specific configuration specifications. Further, the same functionality/component
can take different forms (e.g., functions or big data processing tasks), each com-
ing with its own configuration alternatives. Thus, an MCMP must support as
many of these configuration kinds as possible to increase its applicability level.
So, it can be evaluated on this criterion as follows: (a) low : the MCMP supports



only one configuration kind; (b) medium: the MCMP supports two or three con-
figuration kinds; (c) high: more than three configuration kinds are supported.

C2.1.3 – Resource/Service Modelling . Cloud service offerings must
be modelled to support matching service requirements and capabilities and the
selection of the best possible services. This modelling is also imperative to realise
BYON scenarios. However, it needs to cover all service kinds across multiple
clouds. As such, an MCMP can be evaluated as follows: (a) no: the MCMP does
not support service modelling; (b) low : it features a language via which only
one service kind can be modelled; (c) medium: the language covers two service
kinds; (d) high: the language covers the modelling of any service kind.

C2.1.4 – Policy Modelling & Enforcement. User organisations can have
non-functional requirements and policies that should hold for any of their appli-
cations or for specific ones. For instance, due to privacy low conformance reasons,
any data manipulated by any application must reside in its origin country. Fur-
ther, an application’s response time could be restrained to be lower than an
upper bound. Besides, different requirement kinds might need to be specified,
like location, scaling, and quality requirements. Thus, an MCMP can be evalu-
ated as follows: (a) no: it does not support requirement modelling; (b) low : only
one requirement kind is supported; (c) medium: two to three requirement kinds
can be modelled; (d) good : more than three kinds can be specified; (e) high: same
as (d) but requirements are enforced at both the global and application level.

C2.1.5 – Editing Capabilities. Cloud modelling languages mostly adopt
representation formats like YAML or JSON coming with their own generic edi-
tors. However, language-specific editors must be used instead so as: (a) to cover
the modelling preferences and habits of the main target users (devops); (b) to
have specialised language features (e.g., error highlighting, auto-completion) that
enhance user experience and speedup the modelling process. Thus, an MCMP
can be evaluated as follows: (a) no: no modelling language is supplied; (b) low :
no editor is offered but generic editors exist for the language representation for-
mats; (b) medium: a language editor exists with no special features; (c) high: a
sophisticated editor is offered with the aforementioned added-value features.

C2.1.6 – Model Re-Use. Model re-use is essential to not only allow the
rapid creation of language models but also to reduce the learning curve. It can
also lead to a community-lead effort where both complete multi-cloud application
models plus model fragments covering common elements like metrics become
available. As such, we evaluate a MCMP as follows: (a) no: no model-reuse is
allowed; (b) low : complete models can be re-used by just copying their parts; (c)
medium: whole models and some complex model elements can be re-used/cross-
referenced; (d) high: any kind of model element can be re-used/cross-referenced.

C2.2 – Lifecycle Management Suitable support to any application management
activity (e.g., design and deployment) reduces the management burden and en-
ables devops to focus more on the core application functionality and its improve-
ment. As such, we can assess an MCMP as follows: (a) low : only one activity
(usually deployment) is covered; (b) medium: two to three activities are covered;
(c) good : four to five activities are covered; (d) high: all activities are supported.



C2.3 – Data Management (Big) Data are becoming a critical asset for organ-
isations which strive to derive added-value knowledge from them to improve
existing products and services. Due to their importance, they need to be prop-
erly managed to increase the automation level in data manipulation and reduce
operational costs (e.g., by moving computation near data to save communica-
tion cost). With this criteria sub-group, we assess the pure data management
activities offered by an MCMP.

C2.3.1 – Data Creation. Data sources can already exist outside the ap-
plication management scope. However, in other cases, data sources and their
encapsulated data must be created before a specific application can be deployed
and executed. To this end, an MCMP can be evaluated as follows: (a) no: no
data (source) creation facility is offered; (b) yes: otherwise.

C2.3.2 – Secure Data Migration. Data are not always bound to a cer-
tain place and might require to be moved for various reasons; e.g., the level of
availability of the node currently storing them has been greatly reduced. How-
ever, data migration is not a simplified activity while it needs to be properly
secured for privacy and protection reasons. As such, an MCMP can be assessed
as follows: (a) no: data migration is not supported; (b) medium: only insecure
data migration is supported; (c) high: secure data migration is fully supported.

C2.3.3 – Secure Data Destruction. While output data can be moved to
a new place or intermediate data can be deleted, a new user of the same host
or the cloud provider could still read them. As such, for security and privacy
reasons, an MCMP must securely destruct data when they are no more needed
and can be, thus, evaluated as follows: (a) no: data are simply destructed; (b)
yes: data are securely destructed by utilising state-of-the-art mechanisms.

C2.3.4 – Data Source Versatility. Data can be encapsulated in different
data source kinds, including relational or NoSQL DBs, and triples stores. Thus,
data management should be conducted across all such kinds. As such, an MCMP
can be evaluated as follows: (a) no: no data source is supported; (b) low : only
one data source kind is supported; (c) medium: two to three data source kinds
are supported; (d) high: the MCMP supports more than three data source kinds.

C2.4 – Workflow Support With this sub-group of activities, we assess the support
level towards management and application workflows.

C2.4.1 – Management Flexibility. In many cases, MCMPs encode the
management of application lifecycle activities in code form. This is inflexible as
each time the handling of such activities must be modified, the code must be
re-engineered. However, if lifecycle activities are encoded in a workflow form, the
highest possible flexibility is achieved as workflows can be easily and effortlessly
modified by using well-known workflow editors without changing any kind of
code. Thus, we can evaluate an MCMP with: (a) no: management workflows are
not directly supported; (b) yes: such workflows can be both edited and executed.

C2.4.2 – Workflow Automation. Applications do not take just the form
of component agglomerations. They could also be BPaaSes realised in form of
workflows that must be properly provisioned and managed. Thus, we can assess



an MCMP as follows: (a) no: it does not support application workflows; (b) yes:
it offers specialised workflow facilities and services.

C2.5 – Containerization By adopting the well-known and used micro-service
paradigm, modern cloud applications are built and deployed as containers which
can be easily managed in separation. With the following two criteria, we assess
the support level towards building and managing a diversity of container forms.

C2.5.1 – Container Versatility. Docker is the most widely used container
form. However, new container forms were recently developed (e.g., singularity
[7]), which are more secure and lightweight, specializing for particular workload
kinds (i.e., high performance ones). Thus, an MCMP must support handle all
these container forms during application deployment to increase its applicability.
So, it can be evaluated as follows: (a) no: containers are not supported; (b)
low : only one container form is supported; (c) medium: two container forms are
supported; (d) high: the MCMP handles more than two container forms.

C2.5.2 – Container Image Management. An MCMP must offer suitable
facilities to manage container images; this is handy in the context of manipulat-
ing and building containerised application components. Thus, we can evaluate it
as follows: (a) no: container images are not managed; (b) yes: the MCMP offers
tools or facilities to manage container images.

C2.6 – CI/CD Support Applications can evolve over time due to market com-
petition, requirements change and the advent of new technologies. Thus, an
MCMP must support this evolution by adopting different continuous integra-
tion and deployment (CI/CD) paradigms. For instance, it could allow old and
new application versions to be concurrently provisioned. As such, an MCMP
can be assessed as follows: (a) no: CI/CD is not supported; (b) low : it is not
directly supported but users can push new application versions for deployment;
(c) medium: it it directly supported; (d) high: it can also be properly configured.

3.3 C3 – Platform Intelligence

An MCMP must derive extra knowledge to optimise the client’s application in
terms of its initial deployment and its continuous reconfiguration. The ability to
derive new knowledge plus exploit it relates to monitoring & runtime capabilities
covering the user application’s functionality and data. As such, respective criteria
categories were devised to assess MCMPs with respect to such capabilities.

C3.1 – Optimisation This criterion assesses how well a multi-cloud application
is continuously optimised by an MCMP.

C3.1.1 – Utility Functions. Optimisation is usually accompanied by util-
ity functions to derive a candidate solution’s utility. This enables checking the
solution space to discover the solution with the highest utility, i.e., the optimal
one. The formulation of such utility functions must be rich and precise via the use
of complete mathematical specifications. As such, an MCMP can be evaluated
as follows: no: it does not consider any optimisation objective; low : the objective



is rather fixed; medium: the objective is indirectly produced via the user specifi-
cation of partial objectives (e.g., metrics) and their relative importance (in form
of weights); high: a complete mathematical formula can be expressed.

C3.1.2 – Objective Versatility. Even if an optimisation objective is math-
ematically defined, we argue that apart from mathematical operators and func-
tions, its content should include as variables: (a) metrics: these connect with
the monitoring feedback to properly compute a solution’s utility; (b) attributes:
they denote some quantities related to the solution space or the current applica-
tion configuration. For instance, one attribute could express the maximum cost
among all candidate offerings of an application component. Thus, an MCMP can
be evaluated as follows: no: metrics and attributes cannot be used in objective
specification; low : only fixed metrics can be used; medium: also fixed attributes
can be used; high: any kind of metric or attribute can be involved.

C3.1.3 – Continuous Reasoning. An MCMP must continuously reason
to derive new application deployment plans that more optimally address the
current situation. This is an essential ability in the dynamic cloud environments
under which applications operate (as various functional and non-functional faults
can occur) while allows grabbing new opportunities for optimisation when they
appear (e.g., better offerings for application components). As such, an MCMP
can be evaluated with: no: reasoning is performed once for initial application
deployment; medium: it is also performed at runtime for very limited occasions
(e.g., SLO violations); high: deployment reasoning is continuously performed.

C3.2 – Monitoring This criterion assesses an MCMP’s monitoring features, in-
cluding the monitoring and aggregation of any kind of metric plus the proper
configuration of such measurement.

C3.2.1 – System Metrics. By allowing the automatic computation of
some metrics, the client’s development effort in terms of application monitoring
is reduced. This signifies the need to support system metrics across different
abstraction levels. Thus, an MCMP is evaluated with: no: no system metric is
offered; low : only infrastructural metrics are covered; medium: metrics at two
abstraction levels are offered; high: system metrics cover all possible levels.

C3.2.2 – Custom Metrics. An MCMP cannot realise any metric kind,
especially domain-specific ones, so clients must be able to inject their own metrics
in the MCMP. Such an injection must be properly performed by defining sensor
components within the application model and subsequently installing them in
the application’s deployment infrastructure. Thus, an MCMP can be evaluated
on this criterion with: no: no custom metrics can be exploited; low : only external
sensors (to the application deployment infrastructure) can be utilised; medium:
also internal sensor components can be indirectly incorporated but the devops
must properly install them in the deployment infrastructure and integrate them
with the MCMP’s monitoring sub-system; high: internal sensor components are
properly installed and integrated with the MCMP’s monitoring sub-system.

C3.2.3 – Metric Aggregation. Application requirements rely on high-
level measurements as aggregations of raw-level ones. Such an aggregation must
be computed via mathematical formulas that apply basic or statistical functions



over metrics and attributes. This enables to compute any kind of composite
metric, mapping to the outmost monitoring flexibility. Thus, an MCMP can be
evaluated with: no: measurement aggregation is not supported; low : only fixed
statistical functions can be applied on raw measurements; medium: mathematical
expressions using fixed statistical functions can be expressed; high: any kind of
mathematical expression including any kind of function can be utilised.

C3.2.4 – Metric Configuration. Metric measurement should be properly
configured based on: the measurement schedule, i.e., how often to conduct it;
the measurement window, i.e., how many measurement values are used to com-
pute the aggregated measurement. While such information could be specified by
users, this may lead to situations where mistakes can be performed or the mon-
itoring sub-system becomes overloaded. Thus, an MCMP must optimally derive
this information by finding the best trade-off between monitoring accuracy and
performance. So, it can be evaluated with: no: it does not allow specifying such
information and cannot derive it; low : it has a fixed mapping of metrics to sched-
ules and windows based on their type (raw or composite); medium: it allows the
user to specify this information; high: it automatically derives this information
by respecting user preferences (e.g., bounds on both information pieces).

C3.3 – Runtime Adaptation An MCMP must globally adapt the user application
according to the current situation and across multiple abstraction levels.

C3.3.1 – Scaling Support. Local application reconfiguration can be con-
ducted in less critical situations through application (component) scaling. Differ-
ent scaling kinds (horizontal and vertical) must be supported to cover different
local reconfiguration scenarios. As such, an MCMP can be evaluated on this
criterion as follows: no: scaling is not supported at all by the MCMP; medium:
only horizontal scaling is supported; high: also vertical scaling is supported.

C3.3.2 – Global Reconfiguration. In more critical situations, single ap-
plication component scaling does not suffice; a more radical application recon-
figuration must be performed, even across multiple clouds, which can be guided
through utility functions for discovering the best possible application deploy-
ment solution. As such, an MCMP can be evaluated as follows: no: it does not
support global reconfiguration; yes: it does support it.

C3.3.3 – Higher-Level Adaptation. Problematic situations relate to is-
sues which occur in one abstraction level and can be propagated up to higher
levels. To this end, a workflow of level-specific adaptation actions must be ex-
ecuted in a coordinated manner to avoid conflicting action effects. As such, we
can evaluate an MCMP on this as follows: no: it does not offer higher-level
adaptation actions; low : adaptation actions at two levels are offered; medium:
adaptation actions in all possible levels are supplied; high: workflows of level-
specific adaptation actions can be specified to address problematic situations.

C3.4 – Event Management Problematic situations need to be detected before
they can lead to triggering any kind of adaptation action. Thus, any kind of
event needs to be captured, to cover all possible situation kinds, irrespectively
of whether it is within the MCMP’s control sphere or not.



C3.4.1 – Event Versatility. As different kinds of events might occur in
an application system spanning both functional and non-functional aspects, an
MCMP must capture them all. As such, an MCMP can be assessed on this as
follows: no: it cannot capture any event kind; medium: it is able to capture either
functional or non-functional events; high: it can capture both event kinds.

C3.4.2 – Complex Events. In many cases, a problematic situation cannot
be characterised by a single but multiple events, related to each other in differ-
ent ways. This requires capturing hierarchical compositions of events on which
time and logic-based operators can be applied. Thus, an MCMP can be evalu-
ated with: no: composite events cannot be captured; low : only time or logical
operators can be used in the event composition; medium: a limited set of both
operator kinds can be used; high: a rich operator set of both kinds can be used.

C3.4.3 – External Event Integration. A diversity of applications might
receive from as well as propagate events to their environment. In the context
of cloud & edge computing, the environment could comprise sensors or external
services like message queues. Thus, all such (external) entities must be properly
integrated with an MCMP in a provider-independent way to support multi-cloud
application deployment. So, an MCMP can be evaluated with: no: integration
with external services is not possible; medium: there is a provider-specific inte-
gration; high: external event integration is realised across multiple providers.

C3.5 – Data Management Data may not be just consumed by an application
but may have to be migrated for various reasons (e.g., they must move towards
external sources). As such, data must be properly maintained and accounted for
in application deployment optimisation.

C3.5.1 – MetaData Maintenance. To control and manage data, there
is a need to support their continuous characterisation in terms of metadata.
Such metadata could cover static information about the data like what is their
origin plus dynamic information like their current size. As such, an MCMP can
be evaluated as follows: no: metadata are not kept at all; medium: only static
metadata are maintained; high: both static and dynamic metadata are preserved.

C3.5.2 – Data Monitoring. Dynamic metadata observation and data qual-
ity measurement require suitable data monitoring mechanisms, independent of
the data source and format to increase an MCMP’s applicability in handling
different data-intensive application kinds. Thus, an MCMP can be evaluated
with: no: data monitoring is not supported at all; medium: data monitoring is
supported but only for certain data sources and/or formats; high: the MCMP
features a data-source and format-independent data monitoring mechanism.

C3.5.3 – Data-aware Optimisation. Data placement could have a tremen-
dous effect on both application cost and performance as well as the component
placement. Thus, there is a need to support data-aware optimisation of appli-
cation deployment. This can be realisable by: (a) considering resource, platform
and other kinds of constraints for the nodes on which data should be placed; (b)
incorporating data-related metrics in the optimization objective(s). As such, an
MCMP can be evaluated with: no: it does not support data-aware optimisation;



medium: it only accounts for constraints on data nodes; high: it also incorporates
data-related metrics in the optimisation objectives.

C3.6 – Dynamic Resource Offering Discovery Due to the dynamicity in cloud
environments plus the periodic upgrading of cloud offerings, cloud services might
go down or cease to exist. Thus, if these services’ offerings are not properly ob-
served, an MCMP might propose deployment solutions that do not work or are
not optimal. Further, cloud providers do not advertise all possible information
for such services, especially their non-functional capabilities. As such, there is a
need for mechanisms (e.g., benchmarking, monitoring) that enhance the service
performance profiles with the missing knowledge. Thus, an MCMP can be evalu-
ated with: no: it does not support dynamic resource offering discovery; medium:
it does support this but cannot derive extra performance-oriented knowledge;
high: both dynamic resource offering discovery and enhancement are supported.

4 Evaluation

Before we supply and analyse the evaluation results, we first explain how they
were produced, especially in terms of aggregating the raw assessment values per
each individual criterion. To this end, the following approach has been adopted:

– Per each individual criterion, the qualitative values are mapped to quanti-
tative ones. As such, the following mappings were introduced:

• no → 0.0
• low → 1.0
• medium → 3.0
• high → 5.0

– we aggregate the evaluation results via a weighted sum in the two higher
hierarchy levels. First, aggregation is conducted on the composite criteria
level, where each individual criterion gets the same weight (same relative
importance with the others). Then, aggregation is performed on the global
dimensions level, where each component criterion gets again the same weight.

– Finally, for the global level the aggregated quantitative values are mapped
to qualitative ones as follows:

• [0.0, 1.0)→ very low
• [1.0, 2.0)→ low
• [2.0, 3.0)→ medium
• [3.0, 4.0)→ good
• [4.0, 5.0]→ high

For presentation purposes, the above mapping is also applied to composite cri-
teria as we regard that qualitative values better represent evaluation results in
the eyes of the prospective reader. Please also note that due to paper length
restriction reasons, the evaluation of all individual criteria is not shown (please
follow the URL in the last paragraph of Section 2 to view the complete results).



Table 2. Overall Evaluation Results

MCMP C1 – Cloud C2 – Cloud C3 – Platform Intelligence
Orchestration Support Application Support

Cisco Cloud Center Suite good medium medium

Rackware Hybrid Cloud Platform good very low low

Morpheus Data good medium low

CloudBolt good low low

Google Anthos good medium medium

Cloudify good medium low

Melodic good medium good

4.1 Overall Results

Table 2 depicts the evaluation results at the global level, indicating that Melodic
is the best MCMP as it reaches a good score level for two out of three dimensions.
Melodic is then followed by Google Anthos and Cisco Cloud Center Suite, which
have attained medium score levels for two dimensions and a good level for one.
Finally, Rackware Hybrid Cloud Platform seems to be the least performant,
focusing mainly on supporting just the first from the three dimensions.

4.2 Cloud Orchestration Support

Table 3 depicts the overall results for this dimension which are quite encouraging
as all MCMPs seem to attain a good score level. Further, there is some evaluation
uniformity as most MCMPs seem to attain the same score for each criterion in
the second hierarchy level (the intermediate one). Exceptions to this rule can be
observed in the last three criteria of that level.

Table 3. Cloud Orchestration Support Evaluation Results

MCMP C1.1 C1.2 C1.3 C1.4 C1.5 C1.6

Cisco Cloud Center Suite good good yes good good no

Rackware Hybrid Cloud Platform high good yes medium good no

Morpheus Data high good yes medium good no

CloudBolt high good yes medium good no

Google Anthos high good yes good good no

Cloudify high good yes medium good low

Melodic high good yes medium high no

In particular, for the service support, Google Anthos and Cisco Cloud Center
Suite attained a good score due to their ability to support a multitude of services
at the platform level. This makes them ideal for applications requiring multi-
cloud support crossing multiple abstraction levels. Melodic is distinguished in
the automation criterion as it can derive and execute automatically an applica-
tion deployment plan. All other MCMPs can just execute a user-supplied plan.



Much improvement is needed for the standards support as only one MCMP just
supports one standard, the TOSCA [6] cloud application modelling language.

Finally, we should remark the high support level for the first dimension cri-
terion, which, in conjunction with the second one, highlights the main focus of
MCMPs towards supporting the infrastructure level over a great diversity of
cloud providers. In addition, cross-cloud support (not visible in Table 3) should
be also highlighted. As such, we can conclude that the support level for this
dimension is satisfactory but there is a need for further improvement in some
criteria, especially the fourth and sixth ones (service support & standards).

4.3 Cloud Application Support

Table 4 depicts the overall results for this dimension which can be regarded as
moderate such that much improvement is needed. This also unveils the current
focus of MCMPs on supporting cloud orchestration and not providing any kind
of additional support to cloud applications. Compared to the first dimension,
there is also a high diversity of evaluation results per criterion.

Table 4. Cloud Application Support Evaluation Results

MCMP C2.1 C2.2 C2.3 C2.4 C2.5 C2.6

Cisco Cloud Center Suite good low medium high very low medium

Rackware Hybrid Cloud Platform low low medium no no no

Morpheus Data medium low low medium very low high

CloudBolt medium low low medium very low low

Google Anthos medium low good no good high

Cloudify good low low medium very low high

Melodic high low medium medium very low low

Concerning the dimension criteria in the intermediate level, the worst perfor-
mance is over the lifecycle management and the containerisation ones. For the
first, this result seems logical as the MCMP focus is mainly on a few activities in
the lifecycle (the deployment and provisioning ones). For the second, the result
highlights that MCMPs expect that devops exploit already existing, external
tools while Docker is the current container form & technology widely adopted.
This indicates that other container forms, more suitable for high-performance
computing (HPC) like Singularity [7], are not currently supported.

We now concentrate on the rest of the criteria where usually one MCMP pre-
vails. For the modelling support, Melodic achieves the highest possible score as it
adopts CAMEL [8], a rich multi-cloud application modelling language, covering
multiple aspects related to the application lifecycle. Melodic obtains the high-
est score for all modelling support criteria apart from the policy modelling one
as CAMEL concentrates on defining application-specific policies. More details
about the way CAMEL covers multi-cloud computing can be found in [9].



Google Anthos obtains the highest score in data management as it features
data creation and secure data migration while exhibiting a medium data source
diversity. On the other hand, Cisco Cloud Center Suite achieves the highest
score in workflow support as it enables both to edit management workflows and
execute application workflows by using specific (PaaS-based) workflow engines.

Finally, it seems that CI/CD support has been well recognised as multiple
MCMPs supply CI/CD capabilities to devops. This then enables to rapidly de-
ploy new versions of multi-cloud applications to achieve fast time-to-market, an
essential characteristic to survive in a very competitive business world.

4.4 Platform Intelligence

Melodic prevails in this dimension (see Table 5). This is due to its core ability
to support the continuous optimisation of multi-cloud applications at the global
level which presupposes appropriate support also to application monitoring and
event management as the cornerstones for adaptive application provisioning. The
rest of the MCMPs only support application component scaling. Melodic is su-
perior also in data management where it supports maintaining metadata about
the data manipulated by applications while it is the only MCMP accounting for
(big) data features and optimisation objectives during application deployment
reasoning. Lastly, Melodic is the only MCMP allowing the complete, mathe-
matical specification of both metrics and optimisation objectives, thus covering
essential measurability gaps and achieving true optimality by considering mul-
tiple optimisation objectives, spanning traditional cost & performance-oriented,
data-specific and reconfiguration-specific objectives.

Table 5. Platform Intelligence Evaluation Results

MCMP C3.1 C3.2 C3.3 C3.4 C3.5 C3.6

Cisco Cloud Center Suite low low low medium good medium

Rackware Hybrid Cloud Platform no low low low good no

Morpheus Data low medium low low no medium

CloudBolt no low low medium no medium

Google Anthos no medium low good good no

Cloudify no medium low good medium no

Melodic high medium medium good high medium

We now concentrate on the criteria requiring more improvement than the
rest. In the monitoring (composite) criterion, the medium level reached by some
MCMPs is related to the inability to support system metrics on all abstraction
levels and the automatic derivation of metric configuration knowledge. From
these MCMPs, Melodic is distinguished as it enables specifying any metric kind
due to the use of a rich mathematical language while Google Anthos as it enables
incorporating user sensors in a cloud application’s monitoring infrastructure.



For the runtime adaptation, no MCMP supports adaptation based on higher-
abstraction-level actions. However, Melodic is distinguished as it supports global
reconfiguration while Google Anthos prevails in terms of scaling support as it
features both vertical and horizontal scaling of containerised components.

Finally, more than half of the MCMPs can dynamically discover cloud service
offerings via cloud-specific APIs. However, they cannot also derive these services’
non-functional profile. While the latter could have been an important knowledge
to assist in selecting the right cloud services for a multi-cloud application.

5 Conclusions & Challenges

Due to the advantages that multi-cloud computing offers, various multi-cloud
management platforms (MCMPs) have been developed, each with its own ad-
vantages and weaknesses. This paper attempted to review all these MCMPs
based on a hierarchical criteria framework covering the dimensions of cloud or-
chestration support, cloud application support and platform intelligence. The
review relied on a two-level aggregation approach over the assessment of indi-
vidual criteria at the lowest hierarchy level. In this aggregation, equal weights
were given to the criteria to signify their equal relative importance. This can be
altered to better reflect the individual preferences of different users.

The evaluation results clearly showed that there is one MCMP that prevails,
namely Melodic, providing the unique feature in terms of platform intelligence
of continuous, global multi-objective application optimisation. They also showed
which are those criteria requiring better support across all MCMPs, like those
of monitoring and runtime adaptation as well as application lifecycle support.

We believe that the next challenges will further boost MCMPs’ adoption.

BPaaS Management. MCMPs focus on traditional multi-tier applications.
However, business processes (BPs) are currently moving to the cloud and require
complete management support. Prototypes like CloudSocket [2,10] demonstrate
that it is feasible to support such a management across multiple clouds and levels.
However, there is still a need for further automation while the known business-
to-IT gap must be better closed. Apart from this, technological developments
like computational capability enhancement and serverless computing make more
eminent the need to support a new breed of (multi-)cloud-based BPs (so called
BPaaSes) which are adaptive and flexible as well as incorporate a mixture of
different tasks kinds (service-, function-, user- and analytics-based).

Polymorphic Applications. As indicated in Section 3, components might
have cloud-specific configurations in one form but could also appear in differ-
ent forms (e.g., micro-services, functions). Thus, the configuration diversity is
quite large. Further, different component forms might exhibit different service
levels when encountering the same workload. This requires not only to specify
but also select and configure the right form of a component depending on user
requirements. Such a selection could be also conducted either at design or even
at runtime, leading to the era of polymorphic components and applications. In



our view, this represents the next breed of multi-cloud applications which will
be adaptive to both their context and requirements, whenever these change.

High-Performance Multi-Cloud Computing. Traditional HPC infras-
tructures lead to long turnaround delays, especially in cases of high load. Recent
work [11] identified that cloud computing resources can be used instead to at-
tain a similar service level with a reduced cost and turnaround time. To further
satisfy the ever increasing thirst for more computing power for heavy analyt-
ics tasks, the need to move HPC workloads in the cloud is recognized by some
providers who rush to supply specialised and high-performant resources (e.g.,
GPUs and virtualised FPGAs) plus ultra-fast networks to provide suitable com-
pute and networking support for HPC applications. This trend must be well
covered by MCMPs to provide the right abstraction means enabling to properly
select HPC-compatible resources that best fit application requirements. This
also requires to properly specify this resources kind by the MCMPs’ modelling
languages [9] to support their matching with component requirements. Besides,
MCMPs must support different container forms, like Singularity [7], stated as
superior to Docker container forms, especially for HPC applications.
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